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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM. AND ITS SETTING
Basic business can be described as the large body
of knowledge concerned with the American system of economy
and the personal economic problems of the individual.

Course

offerings in this area at the high school level are based on
the philosophy that every citizen should be able to cope skillf~lly with the business problems that arise in his/her own
personal life as well as be able to understand and formulate

. .
.
~
l
opinions
on curren t b usiness
trenas.

Basic business

subjects are now being offered in all six areas of the Houston
Independent School District. 2
The world is becoming increasingly complex to adapt to or
in which to live. In fact, so great is the problem that the
American educational system has taken upon itself the task of
preparing individuals to function efficiently and effectively
in it. 3
1

vernon A. Musselman, "New Development in Teaching
Basic Business Subjects," Business Education Forum, 22:5
(November, 1972) p. 5.
2 M. L~ Brockette, "Overview of the Business and
Office Education Program," Business and Office Education
Curriculum Framework, Edition 4, (August 1978) p. 12.
3 rbid.

1

2

Today, few human beings live in complete isolation
from other people.

With the concentrated area of popula-

tion that exist, youths must be proficient in communication, problem· solving, and the ability to interact with
others in carrying out everyday activities.

Basic business

is important and valuable for youths since it aimes to teach
how to interact with others and how to live in a complex society.
THE PROBLEM

It was the purpose of this study to compare the
opinions of business educators toward taking a required
basic business course at the secondary level.
To obtain this information, answers to the following
questions were sought:
1.

What should be the purpose of a basic business
course?

2.

What should be the objective of a basic
business course?

3.

What should be the content of a basic business
course?
IMPORTANCE OF THE S'l'UDY

A basic business course would be valuable to students on the secondary level since it covers most aspects of
everyday living.

Regardless of the field one enters after

graduating from high school, he/she will be confronted with
bn~ aspects of basic btisiness-~making consumer decisions.

3

Today education is geared toward free enterprise;
and students should be exposed to basic business education
to be able to comprehend, and compete in the American
capitalistic society.
Every individual encounters problems of an economic
nature from the cradle to the grave.

From the day a child

is born, he creates medical, food, and clothing bills.
Brunson states that the first penny a child spends constitutes an investment.

Throughout his life, the individual

meets more complex and demanding problems.

With proper

information, the individual can make wise choices in the
.
f'inancia
. 1 resources. 4
use o f h is

Because of prior commitments with budgeting and
financing, the curricula personnel of the Houston Independent
School District has not been able to do a study on implementing this program into the curriculu~ A handy reference
with documented resource materials could enhance the awareness of the school personnel of the great asset of this
program for educational development of high school students.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study was limited to comments and suggestions
contained in professional literature.
4
Grave,"
205.

This writer did not

Evelyn Brunson, "Economics - From the Cradle to the
The Balance Sheet, XXXXVII (_March, 1966)_, pp. 204-

4
attempt to generate any new data because of the vast amount
of information already available.
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
The following terms are defined as they relate to
this study.
,,

Basic Business Course.

A basic business course is

a course in general business, introduction to business,
consumer economics, free enterprise, or any other course
with a similar title.
Consumer Econorn:i'cs Course.

A consumer economic

course is a course dealing with description and analysis
of the production, distribution, and consumption of goods
in relations to consumers.
ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY
The purposes, objectives, and contents of a basic
business course will be discussed in Chapter Two along
with the review of literature from research studies.

Chapter

Three will contain the summary, conclusions, and recommendations.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter reviews the literature pertaining to
attitudes toward initiating a required basic business course
at the secondary level.
A careful and exhaustive search of the libraries in
the Houston area revealed no research on the attitudes of
students toward the inclusion of a required basic business
subject at the high school level; however, the literature
revealed studies of the attitudes of educators in the field
of business as well as numerous articles expressing the
opinions of business educators.

The first part contains a

discussion of the opinions of the educators and the final
sections reports the results of research studies of the
attitudes of the educators in the field of business.
OVERVIEW OF BASIC BUSINESS
The significance of a basic business course at the
high school level being a required course can be seen by
examining the recommended purposes, objectives, and contents
of the course.
Purpose$
The process of designing a course to be required
might be along one, but the effort will be worthwhile if
5

6

students become intelligent consumers who seek knowledge and
make decisions based on fact--an appropriate goal for the
basic business course.

1

The main purpose of a basic business course a~
suggested by Debrum is to improve economic citizenship
through the study of the business and economic environment
in which one li"\i'es. A basic business course would include
(1) personal management economics,

(2) consumer economics,

(3) social economics, and (4) occupational or career
economics.

A basic business course presents the common-

place functions of business that everyone, regardless of
occupation, will probably experience.

Basic business is a

course in which students learn how to manage their daily
business affairs.

What justification is there for requiring

that a student take a basic business course?
several reasons for doing so.

There are

To meet the needs of students

as potential consumers, schools must offer instruction in

1~,

basic business education, specifically in the areas in-

i

volving product and service, making decisions, earning and

!

budgeting your income, using bank services, purchasing

i

consumer goods, using consumer credit (installment plan,
charge accounts, and credit cards), renting and owning
<..,__P.;r:-.Pperty, saving and investing money, paying income taxes.

b--½lhj

c.u.1d

J_, l'){t,t(CU, e,..-1;'.:'. . I
j_U}t:;i' fXIJl:>/! C' !(('J,J/I<_;-,., ·_,,.'
Ray Kaczmarski, "Teaching Basic Business Courses,"
Business Education '#'orld, 25 (_1976)., 63-64.
1

7

buying insurance, and using public transportation.

The

course contributes to a better understanding of American
Business and its place in the social and economic environment.

Thus, it is suitable for all students, and should

therefore, be a required course rather than an elective as
used in most schools.

In addition, a basic business course

provides essential background for those students who plan
further study in business and economics in high school or
later in college.

2

Price states that basic business is a personal
approach to economic understanding in that it emphasizes the
individual's relationships with business as a consumer,
worker, and voter.

Therefore it should provide opportunities

to develop personal economic concepts as well as general
economic concepts. 3
Burton stat~s that the trend in our democratic
society is closely associated with the trend in public
thinking - It is generally believed that the secondary
school have some responsibility to:

(1) give to all students

the kind of education which will assist them in managing
their lives effectively - economically and socially.
pare them, to render service to society.

(2) pre-

(3) Adequately

2

Joseph S. Debrum, "Methods and Resources for Basic
Business Courses, (South-Western Publishing Company, Inc.,
1973) p. 1.
3

Ray G. Price, "Developing Economic Concepts Through
Basic Business," Business Education Forum, 43:12 (March,
197 6) pps. 13-19.

8

prepare those who will engage in further study, and (4) meet,
for some of the students, at least the vocational~preparatory needs which they must have in order to make a satisA.

~actory initial entrance into employment.·
Objectives
The emphasis on teaching consumer skills replaces
the previous emphasis on teaching "citizenship training"
or 'bonsumer effectiveness."

It should be noted, however,

that this consumer emphasis is not new; consumer skills were
not completely ignored in the past.

The new emphasis on

consumer skills does provide for a rn~re cohesive approach to
consumer education in place of the fragmented, uncoordinated
efforts of the past.
Where should consumer economics be taught?

To

teach consumer economic knowledge and skills, a separate
course is usually offered in the home economics department
under the title "consumer economics."

Placement of the

consumer education course in the home economics department
is due in part to funding restrictions created by federal
and state legislation.

But business educators must also

participate in the consumer education process if they are to
continue to provide for the general needs of all students
4

Richard W. Burton, "General Business - A Must, 11
The Balance Sheet, LX (April, 1971), pp. 210-212.

9

in addition to providing for their occupational preparation.
A required course in basic business would serve that purpose.

5

Brunson states that children on the elementary level
are able to grasp economic meanings and to relate them to
their own family lives.

Personal economics can be taught on

a level commensurate with the grade level or ability, from
the first grade.

It is riot necessary to confine the

study of economics to the school of higher learning.

The

background for the study of social economics can begin in
the first grade by introducing the student to elementary
economic facts upon which he can build personal economic
comp e:tence .

6

Driska pointed out the fact that a basic business
course should be taken after completing junior high studies with
emphasis on encouraging students to start thinking about
possible occupational choices.

This provides one of the

greatest drives toward accomplishment in high school subjects, and as students pursue their study of career requirements and opportunities, they appreciate more fully the value
of studying English, bookkeeping, and social science. 7
5
6
7

Ibid.
Brunson, loc cit. p. 206.

Robert S. Driska, "Let's Open Career Avenues for
Our Basic Business Class," Business Education Forum, 25:7
(January, 1976), p. 112.

10
Berghause has developed a sequential pattern for the
study of personal money management that presents a cumulative
progression of content ideas in the areas of money, credit,
insurance, saving, taxation, and investment.

The materials

are categorized for use in the primary, intermediate junior
high, and senior high school levels so that a depth of
understanding and competency may be developed just as is
possible in the basic courses of study such as science and
rnathematics.8
Kroll made a study to determine whether selected
teachers could identify from a list of basic business objectives which ones are peculiar to each of the basic business
courses.

Respondents were to match each objective with one

of the six listed basic business subjects.

The findings

showed that the objectives given for the various basic
business subjects used in this survey tended to lack the
qualities of being identifable with a specific basic business
course.

9

There is general agreement among educators on the
many objectives a basic business course must achieve.
According to Lyon there is a consumer education objective.
8

Nona R. Berg ha use, "A Developmental Sequence of
Content Essential to Personal Money Management," National
Business Education Quarterly, XXV (Winter, 1969-70}, p. 39.
9
Patrick Kroll, "Basic Business: Too Many Courses
Too Many Objectives," Business Education Forum, 35:5
(DecemberJ 1974) p. 2.

Achievement of this objective involves improving the knowledge of all students about business in the United States and
how it relates to our economic system.

10

Ivancevich states

that there is the consumer awareness objective.

This objec-

tive is met by improving students understanding of the marketplace and how to use the goods and services business provides.

11

The concept that there is the personal-utilization objective,
met by improving students understanding and use of money,
credit, investment opportunities, and insurance protection
was developed by Kruger.

He also suggests a career aware-

ness objective the achievement of which includes helping
students i~ selecting a career for the future. 12
Another general objective of a basic business course
is to contribute to improved economic citizenship, which
means the development of individuals who are

Cl) intelligent

and efficient in managing their personal business affairs;

(2) wise and skillful in selecting and using the goods and
services that are available from business, industry, and
government;

(3)_

knowledgeable about the American business

system as part of our total economic society;

L4 L aware of

10

Herbert L. Lyon, "Consumer Economics Forum:
Business-Education-Government," The Balance Sheet, XXXII
(June , 19 7 4 } , p . 6 3 .
llJ o h n M. Ivancevich,
.
"Understanding our Economy,"
Business Education Forum 27:5 (April, 19731, p. 2~.
12
.
Daniel H. Kruger, "Career Education and the Lifestyle concept" Business Education Forum, 45:17 (}1av. 1972)_ p.5.

the world of work and concerned about career opportunities,
career preparation, and job ~uccess and satisfaction.
To state these objectives behaviorally, a basic
business course should seek to insure that students be able:
1.

To understand the business-economic environment,
which includes explaining how economic decisions
are made, how the United States economy compares
to othe~ economics, and how international trade
is an important part of the business economic
environment.

2.

To explain the various structures of business
organizations _How an organization is managed,
and the importance of the computer to organizations.

3.

To demonstrate the need and importance of good
money management and how to use a budget in
personal money management.

4.

To explain the relationship between the marketing
system and the consumer, how different business
and government organizations offer assistance to
consumers, and how to use buying aids to get the
most for shopping dollars.

5.

To understand the function of banks in society
and how properly to use the different services
offered by banks.

6.

To appreciate the need for consumer, how to use
consumer credit, where to shop for credit, and
how to calculate the cost of credit.

7.

To explain where money can be invested, which
includes acquiring a basic knowledge of stocks,
bonds, mutual funds, and real estate.

8.

To explain the nature of economic risks and how
insurance offers protection against some risks.

9.

To show .how governments and labor unions have an
impact on business, which includes understanding the
concept of taxes, governments' legal controls
over business, and the relationship of organized
labor to business.

13
10.

To develop an understanding of why people work,
What types of jobs exist in the world of work,
the steps in finding a job, and the challenge
of the future in business and the world of
work.13

Contents
The business education department is a logical
place for the required basic business course because
teachers·have experience in b~siness practices; and the
course content relates to subjects that are already being
taught in the business education department.
Secondary schools have traditionally offered a
variety of courses and programs to meet the diverse needs,
and interests of students.

Since the 1970's educators, school

board officials, and members of the community have given high
priority to providing skills needed by consumers ~kills for students that were not adequately developed in the courses in the
past}.

Several factors have contributed to this movement:

(.1)

the enactment of legislation aimed at consumer protection;

(2)

the formation of government consumer protection agencies;

(3)

the emergence of influential consumer advocates;

(4 )_

the results of research studies indicating serious de-

ficiencies in consumer competencies on the part of those who
have left school:
13

and (5)

the'~ttendant media publicity."

conover Hobart, Bertha Wakin, Helene L. Zimmerman,
General Business Concepts, Values, Skills (Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich Publishing Company, 1976) p. 3.

14
The movement to provide students with consumer skills
also stems from the prevailing attitudes of students toward
education.

Many secondary students view education as

irrelevant and have already decided to limit their participation in the educational process.

Consequently, schools

must make a commitment to prepare students for the consumer
world by selecting appropriate subjects to teach to youths
who would otherwise learn only through the lessons of
experience.
The objectives of a basic business course can and
should be developed through many kinds of learning experiences
and content topics.

An examination of basic business textbooks

would show in most instances at least (10) ten areas as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
14

"The Business Environment"
"The Organization of Business"
"Good Money Management"
"Marketing and the Consumer"
"Banks and Their Services"
"Fundamentals of Credit"
"Investing"
"Insurance Protection:
"Government, Labor Unions, and Business"
"The Challenge of the Future 11 14

Conover Hobart, Bertha Wakin, Helene L. Zimmerman,
Op. cit.; see also Joseph S. Debrum, Methods and Resources
for Basic Business Courses. Dallas: Southwestern Publishing
Company, 1973; see also A. S. Daughtery, Methods of Basic
Business and Economic Education. Cincinnati: Southwestern Publishing Company, 1965; see also M. L. Brockett,
Overview of the Business and Office Education Curriculum
Framework. Edition 4.

"The Business Environment," informs students about
the nature of the business world and the economic system
within which business in the United States operates.

It

also tells about International competition and trade as
well as the major forces influencing the decisions made by
the United States business firms.
"The Organization of Business" examines the
different kinds of business firms that exist.

The various

levels of management found in corporations which aids in
students' career development.

The computer which has

become a major force in many business organizations is also
discussed.
"Good Money Management," focuses on money and
budgeting.

Many students lack an adequate understanding of

the value of money and the process of budgeting.

This lack

of knowledge can create financial burdens that might be
difficult to correct in the future.
"Marketing and the Consumer," discusses the consumer
and his or her problems.

Each student is already an impor-

tant consumer since most purchase their own goods in today's
society.
"Banks and Their Services," identifies the functions
banks performs in our society and illustrates how banks
serve to help individuals through both savings and checking
accounts.

16
"Fundamentals of Credit," presents some of the
important issues involving credit.

Student awareness of

the dangers of becoming a "crediholic" is considered.

This

knowledge is extremely critical during the present era of
abuse and overuse of credit-card purchasing.
"Investing," discusses some of the potential outlets
for investing extra dollars.

The student should be aware

of investing through careful planning and understanding for
future investment in stocks, bonds, or corporations.
"Insurance Protection," explains some of the types
of insurance protection that can be purchased.

Because many

people have limited and often incorrect viewpoints of insurance, this basic business course provides useful and
necessary information for the potential insurance buyer.
"Government, Labor Unions, and Business," discusses
the function of these three major forces in our society.
Also, it points out how these forces must work together if
the economy is to be healthy.
The final area, "The Challenge of the Future" ties
the

basic business course together for the key people--the

students--through career planning and suggestions for finding
jobs.
These ten content areas were discussed in most of
the researched material.

These include international competi-

tion, the ma~agement team in business firras, the computer,

17
home and other real estate investment, and the need for a
greater social orientation among students on the secondary
level.

The secondary student should be able to relate to

or improve his/her economic citizenship through the study of
the business and economic environment and" if he/she acquires
a knowledge of basic business content.

If

P-

basic business

course were required of each student, he/she would have a
basic foundation for day to day . survival.
Although basic business education is recognized as
an integral part of business education, many business
teachers are still confused about what the subject matter is
or ought to be.

This confusion can be attributed in large

part to three educational movements which have occured since
1950.
In the 1950's economic education was popularized.
This resulted from the academic education movement which
emphasized the disciplines in the schools' curriculums.
Because economics was an old, established discipline, it had
respectability.

Economic theory was stressed, and it over-

shadowed other equally important subject matter in the basic
business program. 16
15

Robert Nelson, "Consumer Economic Education,"
The Balance Sheet, L (May 1977), p. 219.
16

rbid.

18
In the 1960 1 s a.nd early 19.70.' s the pendulum swung
away from edonomic theory and toward applied economics.
The pitfalls of e~phasizing macroeconomics to the exclusion
of microeconomics were recognized.
tion movement was born.,

Thus, a consumer educa-

This movement closely paralleled

the vocational education movement which also represented a
. e d ucation
.
t 17
counter movement t o the aca d emic
movemen.
Today, the pendulum is swinging again ..

It is moving

away from consumer education an~ toward free-enterprise
education.

Just as the career education movement

represented a more neutral position and broke down the sharp
dichotomy between academic education and vocational education,
so has free enterprise education helped to neutralize the
polar positions existing between economic education and
consumer education.

Too often, business teachers have

equated basic busiriess with economic education, consumer
education, or free enterprise education and have failed to
recognize the relationships existing between these fields of
study and the subject matter in basic business.

To be sure,

basic business includes economic, consumer, and free enterprise
education principlei.

It also includes much more.

In fact,

basic business consists of a comprehensive and cohesive body
of knowledge. 18
17

Ibid.

18 rbid. p. 259.

What should be the content of basic business Education?

Problem area, basic business consis~of three distinct

area of subject matter.

The first deals with the principles

pertaining to the nature of common money management problems
all individuals encounter in conducting their business and
economic activities.

These problems include:

earning, saving,

spending, protecting, borrowing, investing, and sharing.
This basic business content might be called the problems
area. 19
Money management problems are seldom, if ever,
encountered in isolation.

They occur in some context.

One

must have foundations in the environment surrounding the
problems area if one is to cope with the problems efficiently
and effectively.

Thus, the second area of basic business

content might be referred to as the foundational area.
foundational area includes:

The

Principles of money management,

principles of free enterprise, principles of economics,
principles of business law and ethics.

Understanding the

money management, free enterprise, economic, and legal
contenxt of the common problems in crucial to solving them. 20
The third body of basic business content is the
relational area.

This subject matter is concerned with under-

standing the relationships existing between the problems and
19Bill G. Rainey, 11 Some Thoughts on Basic Business,"
Catholic Business Education Review, 52:5 (June, 1973), p. 8.
20rbid.

20

foundational area.

In other words, it is concerned with:

the money management aspect of each problem, the free enterprise aspects of each problem, the economic aspects of each
problem, the legal and ethical aspects of each problem.
Although an understanding of the problem area and the foundational area · is necessary to understanding the relational
area, it is the relational area that really provides the
learner with the subject matter needed for the solution of
money management problems.

The relational areas are also

omitted, all too often, by the classroom teacher.

Without

the relational areas, the basic business content falls far
.
. l 21
s h or t o f its
potentia.

When the foundational, problems, and relational
areas are combined in such a manner, basic business subject
matter constitutes a comprehensive and cohesive body of
knowledge.

Perhaps it is time for business educators to

think seriously about new organizational patterns for offering
basic business in the.curriculum.

The traditional patterns of

organizing the content as economic education, consumer education, and free enterprise education encourage the duplication
of some content and the omission of other content.
can be said for the multiple-course offering.
21 Ibid. p. 10.

The same

Basic business

21
courses have proliferated to the point that excessive and
unmeaningful repetitious occurs among them.

22

The total body of basic business content can and
should be offered in fewer courses.

By carefully selecting

and sequencing the subject matter, better basic business
education can probably be provided in two courses--a two
semester course at the freshman and sophomore level and a
two-semester course at the junior and senior high level-than is provided in the numerous courses which are currently
offered.
For this course to be most effective, the basic
business course should provide essential business-economic
background for all students.

This course incorporates a

basic treatment of several topics that will enrich the
business or personal life of any young person or adult.

This

subject is sufficiently vital to maturing young people that
it should be required of all students for high school
.
23
gra d uation.
Price stresses that the total responsibility for
developing economic understanding rests with basic business
teachers.

Economic understanding cannot fully be developed

in one course.

22
23

The kind of economic concepts that ought to

Ibid.

Raymond B. Russell, "Basic and Vocational
Education," Business Education Forum·, 29 (July, 1974), p. 37.

22
be developed in basic business subjects should be dictated by
the opportunities provided by the subject matter of the
course.

24

Russell encourages a two sequence in general business to accomplish much more than is being done at present
with so many different offerings.

He suggests that the

junior level course (ninth or tenth grade) should integr~te
general business, business arithmetic, and some basic
economic concepts.

The senior level course (eleventh or

twelfth grade)_ should emphasize and integrate economic
understandings, business principles, and some aspects of
business law.

25

Rainey suggested topics for a two course sequence
in general business that would include at the ninth or tenth
grade level:

investments and savings, installment buying,

personal finance, introduction to our business system,
banking services, consumer buying, and the government's role
in protecting the consumer.

Topics suggested for an eleventh

or twelfth grade course are:

business organization, produc-

tion, distribution, consumption, competition, labor-management
relations, government controls and regulations, business
cycles, consumer and business finance, consumer problems,
.
26
and insurance.
24

.

.

Price, op. cit., p. 25.

25Russell, op. cit, p.40.
26R ainey,
·
,
op. cit,
p. 12.

23
RESEARCH STUDIES RELATING TO ATTITUDES
TOWARD BASIC BUSINESS
These studies reval the attitudes of business
educators toward implementing a required basic business
course at the secondary level.
In a Salinas, California High School, an attempt was
made to improve the offerings in the basic business program
for business students, non-business students, and those in
the college preparatory prog ram by offering a one-year course
open to seniors only.

It included four separate one-quarter

classes--business law, sales, economic, and personal finance.
With a program of this type each student would have basic
business knowledge before graduating from high school.

27

At least one state, Illinois now requires that consumer education be taught in the secondary school.

According

to Boone, in 1967, the seventy-fifth Illinios General Assembly
passes Senate Bill 977 which reads:
Pupils in the public school in grades 8
through 12 should be taught and should be required to study courses which should include
instructions in consumer education.28
To inititate this mandate, a thirteen member committee
was appointed to develop guidelines for this consumer course.
27Berle Haggblade, "A Four Teacher Approach to
Basic Business," Business Education Forum, 19:2 (March 1977)
p. 24.
28

Dan Boone, "Illinois Requires Instruction in Consumer Education," Business Education Forum, 23:2 (July 1975) p. 21.

24
The guidelines were to include the definition, ra.tionale, and
objectives of consumer education, as well as the what and how
£or administrators and teachers. 2 9
Suggested topic were general principles of consumer
purchasing, budgeting or managing money, using consumer credit
widely, buying goods, buying services, purchasing and maintaining automotive products and services, using leisure time,
money, and energy, renting or owning a home, making use of
insurance, savings and investments, consumer taxes, consumer
rights and responsibilities.
Suggestions for implementation were offered in three
basic plans to be selected according to the curriculum make
up of the various schools.

Plan I--included controlled

electives to be selected from:
1.

General Business
Bus-iness)

(Basic Business or Introductory

2.

Consumer Problems

3.

Home and Family Living (_Borne Management).

4.

E.conomics

(Consumer Economics}

Plan I I included a required course for all students,
and Plan

III involved integration of consumer education with

.
all , or se 1 ec t ed, su b Ject
areas. 30

Never has there been complete agreement as to what
should be taught in the public schools.
29

Ibid.

JOibid.

For those systems
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that believe consumer education is long overdue and highly
essential, this legislation may provide the concepts for a
sound program.

Guidelines for Consumer Education can give

direction to the program and be of invaluable assistance to
the teacher who accepts the challenge to "foster individual
fulfillment and nuture free rational, and responsible men
. h out wh om our society
.
and women, wit
cannot en d ure. 31
In Qusidgians study, a group of·ninth-grade students
were pre-tested and post-tested with a test of economic
understandings.
and some did not.

Some of them took a basic business course,
Since the gains of the basic business

group were significantly higher than the non-basic business
group, it was concluded that students learn basic business
concepts i. n t h e c 1 assroom. 32
Miller's study to determine the increase or decrease
in knowledge of economic concepts or understandings experienced
by students taking a ninth grade general business course as
compared to students not taking the course was found that the
scores of the students having had general business were
33
Superi· or t o those w h o h a d no t h a d genera 1 b usiness.
·
31 b'd
I i • p. 23 4.
32

Theodore O. Qusidgian, "Economic Understanding of
Ninth-Grade Students, 11 National Business Education Quarterly,
XX (Fally, 1973-19741, ~- 39.
33

James B. Miller, "A Comparison of Students' Knowledges of Fundamental Economic Concepts and Understanding Before
and After a Course in General Business," National Business
Education Quarterly, (Fall 1975-1976) p. 43.
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Hawkins's study on determining the use of selected
basic business courses by high school graduates reported
that it appears, a basic business course has significant effect upon the responses given by graduates two years after
completing the course when compared with the responses given
34
by a similiar group who had not taken the course.
Grow's study showed the significance of personal
business management as vital concept in a basic business
course.

His findings were:

(1} students who had completed

a basic business course scored higher on a test than those
who did not take the course.

(2) Business and Economic seniors

who completed a basic business course scored higher on the
personal management test than those who did not take the
course. 35
Calhoun's study revealed the need to measure the
knowledge of selected pre-service teachers as related to the
following aspects of basic business education:
budgeting, ·investing, and saving.

financing,

Ha felt that teachers

should have adequate knowledge of the related subject matter
34

calvin Hawkins, "A Follow-Up Study To Determine The
Use of Selected Consumer Education Concepts by High School
Graduates" . (University of Northern Colorado, 19751, Dissertation Abstract International, 36/05-A:2581, August, 1976.
35

Leslie C. Grow, "A Comparison Of Personal Business
Management Knowledges Of Senior Students At Central Missouri
High School With Implications For Curriculum Development"
(Oklahoma State University, 1977), Dissertation Abstract
International, 39/02-A:75, August 1978.
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in order to implement an effective basic required business
course on the secondary level.

The following recommendations

resulted from the conclusion reached by Olusegun in his study
on basic business education:

(1)

Basic business education

should be mandated for all New York City high school students.
(2) Up-to-date learning materials should be provided by a
Board of Education materials production center.

( 3)

Teachers

who indicate an interest in teaching consumer education
should be given preference for that teaching.

To the extent

that it parallels similar programs in other cities, the
recommendations stemming from this study will be meaningful
not only to the New York City school system, but to other
school ststems as weli. 36
Gilmore's study measured the RBP (Readiness for
Business Planning.

On an open-ended questionnaire, sub-

jects in the experimental group stated that they were:
(1) considering more business education possibilities,

(2)

paying more attention to factors involved in basic business,
and (3) they were satisfied and helped by the new basic
,
37
b usiness
course.
36calfrey Calhoun, "Understanding of Pre-Service
Teachers of Family Financial Aspects of Consumer Education"
(University of Georgia, 1974), Dissertation Abstract International, 35/10-A:6429, August 1975.
37 susan Gilmore, "An Investigation of the Effects
of a Career Planning Course for High School Students:
(University of Oregon, 1969) , . Dissertation Abstract
International, 31/02-A:1029, August 1970.
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Tha.tcher would seem to support a course in consumer
economics over social studies.

The mean gain of a group of

high school students taking a consumer economic course over
the ones taking a social studies course was significant at
the .05 level.

38

In the fall of 1965, the New York University Center
for Economic Education administered the test of Economic
Understanding to 1,252 students in introductory economics
courses in seven universities.

Those who had a high school

economic course scores showed a significant difference than
those who had not.

39

Literature showing the importance of a basic business
course,

(based on the purposes, contents, and objectives)

has been compiled in this study.

The findings of these

studies show that a basic business course can be very
valuable to students, and suggest that it should be added
to the curriculum of every school.

38

Richard Thatcher, "Economic Understanding of Twelfth
Grade Studentsr" National Business Education Quarterly, XXXV
(Winter, 1973-1974), p. 75.
39

George G. Dawson, ''Economics for the Terminal High
School Student," The Balance Sheet, LIII (Winter 1970-1971)
p. 43.

Chapter 3

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECO~~lENDATIONS
Summary
It was the purpose of this study to show how a
basic business course could help high school students become
aware of their roles and functions in the economic environment in which they live.
A review of the literature reveals that today's
emphasis in basic business is definitely on economic understanding,

(and it probably should be a course required of

all students).
Studies have shown that business teachers should
work together in establishing common basic business subjects
and objectives that merit a place in the curriculum.
Conclusion
The future growth of our·s~ciety depends largely on the
efforts of every citizen.
ness people.

Our students are our future busi-

Business people are an important group of people

who will determine what the future will be like.

A basic

business course will enable the student to bring the business
firms in touch with what society wants for people to survive
in a complex world.

This historical study has touched on

ideas and values in business about which a young person should
29

know.

Of course, students on the secondary level cannot be

an expert in each area.

However, he/she will surely be ~etter

off and probably enjoy a more comfortable standard of living
if he/she (1) understands the economy,
structure of organizations,
goods effectively,

(2) understan~s the

(3) manages money·well, (4) buys

(5) uses banks and credit wisely,

vests his/her money wisely,

(6) in-

(7) buys insurance carefully,

(8) sees how the government, unions and business are related,
and (9) understanas what a career is and how to find a job.
Recommendations
Subscribing to the information in this study, the
writer wishes to make the following recommendations:
1.

The teachers of business emphasize the value of

a basic business course for all students.
2.

Instead of offering all the basic business courses

as electives, offer required courses that would provide students with a good basic business program with the titles
Basic Business I and Basic Business II, taught by business
teachers.
3.

A one-year course in basic business required of

all students at the 9th or 10th-grade level.
4.

A more advanoedcourse in basic business offered

at the twelfth-grade level which integrates economic - understandings, business principles, and some aspects of business
law.
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